T h e Fu t u re o f O ra c l e Fo r m s

STRATEGIC GUIDANCE
for Extending Life of Oracle Forms

BE AGILE, GET CONNECTED, GO MOBILE

Executive Summary
Now that Oracle has renewed its commitment to support Forms well into the future, organizations
need no longer waste millions of dollars and several years replacing it.

The Surprising Fact
There are several ways to extend Oracle Forms to mobile, and most of them are well documented
online. Customers can reverse-engineer Oracle Forms systems, and even dissect Oracle Forms and
insert the code into the database. Others have redeveloped their legacy systems into new technologies with varying degrees of success and expense. But the following fact (with its implication)
staggers most CTOs and CIOs and may change the “redevelopment” landscape:

Mobile solutions do not require all the screens and use cases of Oracle Forms to be modernized.
Only certain business flows are needed for mobile applications.
If an organization can identify only the relevant use cases required to extend to mobile, they could
save millions of dollars, thousands of man hours, and untold risk from business disruption. For example,
a mobile user doesn’t need to perform all supply chain routines, but rather a simple sub-inventory
transfer, or physical inventory count or cycle count using a scanner device on the shop-room floor. The
mobile application or digital assistant simply needs portions of the business logic or a specific business
flow use case.

If there is no need to run the full application on mobile, there is no business case to replace it.
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The User Experience Gap
Chief Technology and Information Officers need to deliver a strategic play for mobility as well as new,
use friendly interfaces, such as chatbots. The critical discussion about how to move into the next business opportunity with legacy applications is happening inside organizations all over the world. To
address Oracle Forms’ desktop-bound application dilemma, should they “rip and replace” it? Buy an
off-the-shelf solution and customize it? Do nothing? The answers are hard to nail down. Thus, the gap
between the corporate back-office and its users continues to expand. How can organizations maintain

market agility and deliver user experience innovation without jeopardizing back-office production operations?

If business continuity and tight budgets were no issue, one way to solve the problem would be to just
start over: buy the latest best-of-breed solution, hire the sharpest system integrators at hundreds of
dollars an hour, and spend the next decade building the next generation application. Who can afford
to throw away million-dollar investments in Oracle Forms, and spend millions more just to service new
user interfaces? Who can afford to ignore those new user experience channels? Even by today’s
modern standards, the power supporting Oracle Forms business logic and computing capabilities is
impressive, perhaps even under-utilized. The business processes of making (or taking) an order has
changed very little in the past decade. The major change from years past is that today users want (or
need) to order from alternative entry points: Facebook, Twitter, webpages, mobile and even TV
remotes. Oracle Forms, however, is limited in its ability to reach beyond the desktop. It can not interface with digital devices for modern UX.

AuraPlayer is the intelligent alternative for mobilizing
critical business applications – in days – without risk
and without compromising back-end code.

The business case to extend the existing systems to mobile is massive. This alternative is of far more
strategic value – not to mention less expensive – than its alternatives of doing nothing, redeveloping
the system, or replacing the enterprise application. Organizations all over the world can achieve an
triple digit return on their investments within less than one year.
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The Strategic Approach
Enterprise organizations can successfully harness their existing system’s strength by taking three
simple steps:
Identify the business needs within new channels. Which offer efficiency gains? Which
can help to increase revenue? Which would most efficiently maximize productivity of
existing business processes? For example, digital assistants (chat bots) and mobilized
apps with geo-location information can decrease communication points.
Identify the same use case in the existing Forms system. For example, which screen(s)
does the call center use to inform employees of shift information?
Re-imagine the “mobile first” user interface version of the same use case. How should
it be visualized in a mobile/chat/web user experience? Can extraneous information be
eliminated? Can the geolocation service on the mobile device eliminate a need to
request address information?

Once the use case is clear and the relevant business flows and screens have been identified, AuraPlayer’s automated solution steps up to complete the process.

The Path Forward
AuraPlayer is brilliant in its simplicity. It enables one to record specific business process using a
web-based toolbar. Thus, any scenario running in Forms today can be extended to a mobile application or even a digital assistant in a matter of days!
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AuraPlayer bridges the gap between Oracle back-ends and next generation front-ends
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Meanwhile, the Oracle Forms robust business logic, developed over years, running on the back-end,
(including: business logic, field triggers, validations and errors) continues to operate as usual, but with
a next-generation look and feel of a significantly enhanced user experience. AuraPlayer allows organizations to keep the rich back-end functionality of Oracle Forms and direct it to new interfaces. The
back-end Oracle Forms system, on the application level, is extended to the new UI, not only what is in
the database. This opens up new opportunities through agility, and bridges the Forms into the next
generation.
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With AuraPlayer there is:
No need for big consultancy fees;
No need to redevelop complex, stable, mission critical systems;
No need to synchronize desktop and mobile versions to the same application.
AuraPlayer eliminates risk and redevelopment costs, making for an agile solution to pressing business
challenges. So talk to AuraPlayer to learn more about the ease and elegance of simplicity.

About AuraPlayer
AuraPlayer began in 2013 by bridging the gap between Oracle enterprise apps and mobile
platforms. The company now offers products to extend any enterprise user interface
connected to any database system. The company also sells a testing and automation product called AuraTester to bring stability to Oracle front-end developers. To learn more about
AuraPlayer and enterprise mobility transformation, contact us at info@auraplayer.com
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